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34a Sunday, February 16, 2014the late onset of symptoms, even for patients expressing disease-linked mutant
proteins throughout life, suggest a significant role of environmental factor(s) in
ALS etiology. We have previously found that SOD1 from human tissue is
extensively post-translationally modified, with the most prevalent modifica-
tions being glutathionylation at Cys-111 and phosphorylation at Thr-2. We
further found that glutathionylation significantly destabilizes SOD1WT dimers,
increasing the equilibrium dissociation constant approximately 1,000-fold,
such that its stability is comparable to the A4V FALS-causative mutation.
SOD1A4V is further destabilized by glutathionylation. Using computational
structural modeling, we show that glutathionylation has distinct effects on
different ALS-linked SOD1 mutants, which correspond to changes in compo-
sition of the dimer interface. Glutathionylation also stabilizes an intermediate
misfolded species in which the b-barrel core of each monomer is ‘‘loosened’’.
These findings suggest a mode by which the cellular environment impacts the
propensity of SOD1 to adopt toxic misfolded conformations in ALS.
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The proteostasis network (PN) is comprised of cell stress signaling pathways,
molecular chaperones and clearancemachineries that is central to prevent protein
aggregation, to maintain cellular health, and to ensure organismal longevity.
Under optimal conditions, the PN minimizes the stress of misfolded and
aggregation-prone proteins that arise from genetic polymorphisms, error-prone
synthesis, mutations, stress, and aging. This is achieved by the properties of
the heat shock response, the unfolded protein responses, and antioxidant stress
responses. During aging, the expression of chaperone genes reveal network sig-
natures of repression indicative of imminent proteostasis failure. The subsets of
chaperones that are repressed or activated during aging show similar accelerated
changes in brain tissue from Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s and Parkinson’s disease
patients, of which a sub-set defining a core preventmisfolding and proteotoxicity
of Ab and polyQ expressed in C. elegans. Stress and aging cause fluctuations in
protein quality control that are costly and can disrupt the PN, causing proteome
mismanagement and collateral damage to metastable proteins and amplification
of non-native species. Transmission of the environmental stress signal involves
both intracellular proteotoxicity and cell non-autonomous signaling between
neurons and somatic tissues and between somatic tissues to ensure that cellular
responses to stress are coordinated by transcellular chaperone signaling for
organismal survival. The enhanced risk for misfolding during aging, therefore,
contributes substantially to age-associated diseases including neurodegenera-
tion, cancer, immunological disease, and metabolic disease.Symposium: Celebrating 100 Years of
Crystallography: X-Rays Are Photons Too
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The United Nations has proclaimed 2014 as the International Year of Crystal-
lography, ‘‘Considering that the impact of crystallography is present every-
where in our daily lives, in modern drug development, nanotechnology and
biotechnology, and underpins the development of all new materials, from
toothpaste to aeroplane components. Considering also the significance of the
scientific achievements of crystallography, as illustrated by twenty-three Nobel
Prizes awarded in the area, and that crystallography is still fertile ground for
new and promising fundamental research. Considering further that 2014 marks
the centenary of the beginning of modern crystallography, and its identification
as the most powerful tool for structure determination of matter.’’ Having been
in protein crystallography for 50 of those years, I will touch on a few personal-
favorite highlights leading up to the exciting methodologies and spectacular
structure results of the primary talks in this symposium.
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G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are seven-helix transmembrane proteins
that constitute the largest family of membrane proteins in the human genome.
GPCRs are responsible for the majority of signal transduction events involving
hormones and neurotransmitters across the cell membrane. Activating ligands
(agonists) promote binding to and nucleotide exchange by a heterotrimericG-protein, which dissociates and interacts with downstream effectors. GPCRs
are highly dynamic structures, and for many years they resisted crystallization
efforts. A number of methods, including protein engineering, lipid-based crys-
tallization, and microfocus x-ray beamlines have enabled the recent explosion
of GPCR structures. The majority of these structures are in the inactive state,
and efforts to obtain an agonist-bound active-state GPCR structure have proven
difficult due to the inherent instability of this state in the absence of a G protein.
I will discuss the strategies that have enabled crystal structure determination of
the b2-adrenergic and M2 muscarinic receptors in their activated states, and
discuss key features of the coupling between agonist binding and conforma-
tional changes that enable interaction with G proteins.
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Molecular replacement is a powerful method for determining macromolecular
crystal structures. The method remains limited by the requirement for a tem-
plate structure that is similar to the structure to be determined. Here we describe
two approaches for carrying out molecular replacement with distant homology
models, each approach bringing in new information about the structure to be
determined.
The first approach combines the power of Rosetta structure modeling with
macromolecular structure determination. Rosetta and other tools from the
structure-modeling field have optimized force fields that are focused on obtaining
a physically plausible model. In contrast, crystallographic model-building tools
focus on interpretation of patterns of density in an electron density map. As these
sources of information are nearly orthogonal, putting them together can increase
the range of caseswhere crystal structures ofmacromolecules can be determined.
An easy-to-use tool has been developed in the Phenix crystallographic software
system for carrying out extensive molecular replacement searches followed by
model-building using both Rosetta and crystallographic tools. This mr_rosetta
software is able to find solutions to challengingmolecular replacement problems.
The second approach takes advantage of the observation that many pairs of pro-
teins have local structures that can be superimposed much more closely than
can their complete structures. For example, a b-sheet in one protein may be
locally similar to a sheet in another, but when the two structures are superim-
posed using all atoms, the sheets may be translated relative to each other. We
have developed a method for applying local distortions to a structure (morphing
it) using an electron density map to guide the distortions. This procedure allows
local similarity to be maintained while global structure is changed. We show
that morphing molecular replacement templates after placing them in their
approximate locations in the crystallographic unit cell can greatly improve sub-
sequent model-building.
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The bacterium Escherichia coli has served for decades as a model for understand-
ing protein biosynthesis. It has therefore been an ideal target for probing the struc-
tural basis for protein synthesis by the ribosome. I will present recent advances in
understanding themechanism of translation revealed by x-ray crystal structures of
the intact E. coli 70S ribosome. I will also present a vision for the future of ribo-
some structural biology, how it can be combined with other biophysical methods
and how it can be used to advance structure-based antibiotic development.
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The recent invention of the hard X-ray laser has created a host of new oppor-
tunities for the study of atomic processes and dynamics in many fields. Since
the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) started operation in late 2009 at
